Many applications of carbon nanotubes require the exfoliation of the nanotubes to give individual tubes in the liquid phase. This requires the dispersion, exfoliation and stabilisation of nanotubes in a variety of liquids. In this paper we review recent work in this area, focusing on results from the author's group. We begin by reviewing stabilisation mechanisms before exploring research into the exfoliation of nanotubes in solvents, by using surfactants or biomolecules and by covalent attachment of molecules.
Introduction
Low dimensional nanostructured materials such as carbon nanotubes [1] or graphene [2, 3] are potentially useful in many areas of nanoscience and nanotechnology. For example, single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) have mechanical [4, 5] , electrical [6] and thermal [7] properties unheard of in any other material. They are extremely stiff, displaying Young's modulus close to 1 TPa, and are among the world's strongest materials, with strength between 50 and 100 GPa. [4] Nanotubes are predicted to have very large thermal conductivity of up to 6000 W/mK [8] [9] [10] . While this has not yet been attained, values around 3000 W/mK have been measured for multiwalled nanotubes. [7] In addition, nanotubes can display semiconducting or metallic properties depending on how they are rolled up. Due to their one-dimensionality, they can carry massive current densities of up to 100
MA/cm 2 [6] with carrier mobilities as high as 10 5 cm 2 /Vs having been observed in semi-conducting nanotubes [11] . Such properties make nanotubes ideal for use as transistors or interconnects and in logic circuits. [12, 13] However, while most of these properties are associated with isolated, individual nanotubes, isolated single walled nanotubes (SWNT) are rarely available to experimentalists. They tend to aggregate into large ropes or bundles due to attractive van der Waals interactions. These bundles can be tens of nanometers in diameter and many microns long and contain huge numbers of both metallic and semiconducting SWNT tubes. Bundle properties are inferior to those of isolated SWNT. It is non-trivial to separate SWNT from bundles making this issue a serious hurdle in the way of real applications [5, 14, 15] .
The most common method to separate nanotubes from their bundles has been liquid phase exfoliation and stabilisation of nanotubes. Such stabilisation cannot be successful unless the attractive inter-nanotube potential is balanced by a repulsive potential. Various methods to provide this repulsive potential have been explored. Nanotubes have been dispersed and stabilised with the aid of specific solvents [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , acids [25, 26] , macromolecules [27] [28] [29] [30] and surfactants [31] [32] [33] [34] as well as through covalent functionalisation strategies [35, 36] . Such systems have been characterised by a range of techniques such as atomic force microscopy [37] , infra-red photoluminescence and absorbance spectroscopy [34] , viscometry [25] , small angle neutron scattering [32] to name but a few. These strategies have been extremely successful, resulting in highly exfoliated, well defined and comprehensively characterised systems of dispersed nanotubes.
[ [38] [39] [40] The discovery of graphene in 2004 gave us a new low-dimensional carbon-based nanomaterial to explore [2, 3] . Even more-so than with nanotubes, the success of graphene research depends on the exfoliation of graphene from its parent crystal. While this was initially achieved by micromechanical cleavage, it soon became apparent that the sort of strategies used to exfoliate nanotubes in the liquid phase could be successfully applied to graphene.
[ [41] [42] [43] [44] In this paper we review the work carried out in our group on the liquid phase dispersion of nanotubes and graphene. We first consider the mechanisms for stabilisation of nanotubes (which also apply to graphene). Then we will review the work carried out in our group on nanotube stabilisation in solvents, using surfactants or biomolecules and by covalent functionalisation. Finally, we will discuss recent work on the exfoliation of graphene in the liquid phase. We note that in all cases in this work, the term nanotubes refers to single walled nanotubes.
Background theory
Users usually encounter carbon nanotubes as a powder, bought from a commercial supplier.
Nanotubes have a tendency to aggregate into bundles which themselves agglomerate to form larger aggregates to make up this powder. The fundamental reason for the mutual attraction between nanotubes is the presence of van der Waals (dispersive), pair-wise interactions between carbon atoms in adjacent nanotubes. The potential energy associated with these pairwise interactions is just
, where r is the inter-atomic separation and C is a constant. [45] However, the total interaction between nearby nanotubes is the sum of all pairwise interactions counted over all atoms.
The result of this summation depends on the separation and angle between the nanotubes. We present the limiting cases for crossed and aligned nanotubes, calculated for simplicity by modelling the nanotubes as solid cylinders. For nanotubes of length, L, radius, R, and separated by a distance, D, the interaction potentials are [45] :
Here, A is the Hamaker constant which is given by C A 2 2 ρ π = in vacuum, where ρ is the number of atoms per unit volume in the cylinders. Note these potentials are of much longer range than the atomatom pairwise interactions.
These type of attractive potentials are always present, although their strength can be modified in a liquid environment depending on the relative values of the cylinder and liquid dielectric
properties (see below). [45] If their effects are not addressed, nearby nanotubes will always tend to aggregate. Thus, dispersion of nanotubes in the liquid phase involves controlling the overall liquid / nanotube system in order to counteract the attractive potentials described above.
Energetics of nanotube dispersion in solvents
The simplest way to disperse nanotubes is in suitable solvents. However, nanotubes cannot be stably dispersed in any solvent. For the vast majority of solvents forced dispersion, using ultrasound for example, is rapidly followed by aggregation and sedimentation. Thus, it is important to understand what differentiates a good solvent from a bad solvent. To achieve this we must understand the energetics of the solvent-nanotube interaction.
For simplicity we can apply standard solution theory, considering the nanotubes as large solute molecules. [45] [46] [47] [48] We first consider how the attractive inter-nanotube potential is modified by the presence of solvent. In vacuum, the dispersive inter-atomic potential felt by two identical atoms is given by the London equation [45] :
where I is the ionization potential of the atoms and α 0 is the atom's polarizability. McLachlan has shown that in the presence of a solvent, this expression is significantly modified: [45, 49] : 
Here, the solute molecules are modelled as spheres of radius, a, while the solute and solvent are described by their refractive indices, n A and n B respectively. Similarly, in the presence of a solvent, the Hamaker constant (dispersion interaction only) is modified to
For hydrocarbons dispersed in water, A is reduced by more than an order of magnitude compared to those separated by vacuum [45] .
The important thing to note about equations 3 and 4 is the ( )
n n − part. Because of this, V(r) and A both approach zero as n B approaches n A . This means that perfect matching of n A and n B will result in no attractive potential and so no solute aggregation, resulting in excellent dispersion.
This is the basis of the "like dissolves like" rule in Chemistry. Thus equation 4 allows us to think of n B and n A as solubility parameters. These are parameters which allow the identification of solvents for a given solute.
This principle is usually expressed slightly differently. Generally, in addition to solute-solvent interactions, one considers solute-solute and solvent-solvent interactions. The key factor is the strength of the solute-solvent interaction relative to the inter-solute and inter-solvent interactions. If the solute-solvent interaction is strong, it will cost energy to bring solute molecules (nanotubes)
together in the solvent as this will displace solvent molecules at the solvent-solute (solvent-nanotube)
interface. In this scenario, if solute molecules aggregate, the result is an increase in energy. This is equivalent to the presence of a short range repulsive interaction.
[ 48] In Flory Huggins theory, we describe the balance of these interaction energies by the FloryHuggins parameter, χ. [47, 48] For mixtures of small molecules, where solute and solvent molecular volumes are similar, χ is defined as:
Where, z is the coordination number of both solvent and solute and ε represents the strength of the inter-molecule pairwise interaction energy (taken as a positive number). The subscripts A and B represent the solute and solvent respectively. While care must be taken applying equation 5 to large structures such as nanotubes, the form of this expression makes clear the meaning of χ. If χ<0, solute-solvent interactions are dominant while if χ>0, the solute molecules (nanotubes) are attracted to each other.
We generally measure the energetic cost of mixing solute and solvent by the enthalpy of mixing, mix H ∆ [19, 48] :
Here mix H ∆ is the enthalpy of mixing per unit volume of solvent, while φ is the solute volume fraction and v 0 is the solvent molecular volume. Clearly, the smaller χ is, the smaller mix H ∆ is and so the more favourable mixing is. A closely related expression is the Hildebrand-Scratchard expression, which can be written as [19, 48] :
where δ T,A and δ T,B are the Hildebrand solubility parameters of the solute and solvent respectively.
We note that equation 7 is approximate. Use of the geometric mean approximation in the derivation results in the spurious prediction of only positive values of mix H ∆ . [46, 47] The value of this expression is that it clearly shows that dispersion is favoured when the solubility parameters of solvent and solute match. The solubility parameter of a material is easily found as it is just the square root of the (total) cohesive energy density (E C,T /V) of the material:
We note that it can be shown that equation 3 can be modified to take a similar form to equation 7:
[ 45] We note that equation 7 only takes into account dispersive contributions to the cohesive energy density. In reality most systems also display polar and Hydrogen bonding interactions. This leads to three solubility parameters, each one equal to the square root of the associated cohesive energy density. [19, 46] These are the Hansen solubility parameters and the sum of their squares equals the square of the Hildebrand solubility parameter, δ T :
where δ D , δ P and δ H are the dispersive, polar and Hydrogen bonding solubility parameters. Within this new scheme we can write the Flory-Huggins parameter as [19, 46] ( ) ( ) ( )
This means that to minimise the energetic cost of dispersion, all three solubility parameters of the solvent must match those of the solute.
We note that in solubility theory, a dispersion can be considered a solution when the free energy of mixing is negative. The free energy of mixing,
Where mix S ∆ is the entropy of mixing per unit volume. For many systems, a large entropy of mixing ensures a negative free energy of mixing. However, nanotubes are big and rigid so the entropy of mixing is generally small [19] . This is critically important because in this case, the Stabilisation of colloids often relies on the presence of a surface charge. [45, 50] This may be due to deprotonation of surface groups or adsorption of ions from the solvent. This surface charge then attracts a diffuse layer of counter ions from the liquid to form an electric double layer. Because of the diffuse nature (due to Brownian motion) of the counterions, the overall result is an effective surface charge, resulting in Coulomb repulsion between nearby charged colloids. [45, 50] We can apply this to carbon nanotubes, introducing a temporary and removable surface charge, by allowing surfactant molecules to adsorb onto nanotubes via their hydrophobic tails. Usually an ion, often Na + or Li + , becomes dissociated from the hydrophilic head groups and acts as the counter ion. The adsorbed molecular ions then interact with the solvent (water).
The important point here is that the diffuse cloud of counter ions are spatially separated from the tail group molecular ions. This arrangement acts as a multipole. Put simply, from afar the surfactant-coated nanotube appears to carry an effective charge. We indicate the magnitude and sign of the effective charge associated with the double layer through the zeta potential, ζ. This is the electrostatic potential at the edge of the layer of bound tail groups.
The presence of the double layer means that the attractive van der Waals potential due to the nanotubes is balanced by the repulsive potential associated with the double layer. The physics of the double layer was first studied by Derjaguin and Landau and independently by Verwey and Overbeek and is known as DLVO theory. [45, 50] The repulsive potential depends on the geometric properties of the charged surface but generally takes the form;
. Here κ -1 is called the Debye screening length and is a measure of the thickness of the double layer. In general, A depends on κ, ζ and the geometric properties of the surface and takes quite a complex form in the case of cylinders [51] .
Thus the total interaction potential experienced by nearby nanotubes has an attractive (van der Waals) term and a repulsive (DLVO) term. For crossed nanotubes, this is:
The form of this potential is shown in figure 1 . The attractive part dominates at low nanotube separation, resulting in a deep potential well at very low D. However at intermediate D, the potential increases, resulting in a potential barrier, before falling again as D becomes large. It is this potential barrier that stabilises the surfactant coated nanotubes against aggregation. The higher the barrier, the more stable the system. In general the height of the barrier scales monotonically with the zeta potential. (We note that κ, which depends on the surfactant concentration, κ∝√C surf , also effects the barrier height such that high C surf lowers the barrier height, see [45, 50] ).
Thus when dispersing nanotubes using surfactants, it is critical to chose the surfactant type and concentration such that ζ and κ are optomised to maximise the potential barrier.
[52]
Steric stabilisation
Colloids can also be stabilised by the attachment of polymer chains or other linear molecules.
The mechanism for this is entropic; when the colloids approach, the attached chains begin to interact in the space between the colloids. This interaction results in the reduction in the number of conformations available to the chains, thus lowering their entropy and so increasing the free energy of the system. This acts like a repulsive force and is known as steric stabilisation. [45, 48] This mechanism can be realised by attaching polymers to nanotubes either covalently or by physical adsorption. However, if the chains are physisorbed, they tend to be weakly bound and so are mobile and can even desorb. This makes modelling extremely complicated.
For covalently bound polymer chains, the repulsive potential has been calculated for both low and high polymer coverage. [45] In each case we can write
Where B depends on the coverage of polymer chains (chains per unit area) and L is related to the thickness of the polymer layer. As before, the total potential is the sum of van der Waals and steric components and has a shape similar to that shown in figure 1.
Dispersion and exfoliation of nanotubes in solvents
In recent years a number of papers have appeared describing the preparation of stable suspensions of single walled nanotubes (SWNTs) in a range of common solvents [16, 17, [21] [22] [23] [53] [54] [55] . In 1999 Liu et al showed that individual SWNT could be deposited from N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) dispersions [54] . Shortly afterwards Ausman et al [16] demonstrated dispersion of SWNT in a number of solvents including N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The authors suggested that the criteria for a successful solvent were high electron pair donicity, low hydrogen bond donation parameter and high solvatochromic parameter. Bahr et al demonstrated meta-stable dispersion of SWNT in a range of common solvents [17] . Furtado et al [21] have shown that SWNT can be debundled to a significant degree in both DMF and NMP. Landi et al [22] followed this up with a quantitative study of SWNT dispersion in a range of amide solvents. In addition Maeda et al [23] showed that SWNT could be dispersed in mixtures of tetrahydrafuran with various amines. More recently, Detriche et al [20] and
Ham et al [56] suggested that good solvents for nanotubes were determined by Hansen solubility parameters. One common factor in most of these papers is that NMP and DMF are widely considered to be the best nanotube solvents. In addition, it appears that the pool of other successful solvents is very small.
In this section we will discuss the detailed characterisation of dispersions of nanotubes in common solvents. We focus on the separation of an isotropic phase of dispersed nanotubes and the subsequent exfoliation which occurs as this phase is diluted. We will also discuss what makes a good solvent, specifically the various solubility parameters which have been used to describe nanotubessolvent mixtures.
Maximum concentration attainable
In general nanotubes are dispersed in solvents by sonication followed by mild centrifugation.
The role of the sonication is to break up the highly aggregated nanotube powder into smaller aggregates such as bundles and to accelerate the exfoliation of individual nanotubes from the surface of these bundles [57] . Subsequent centrifugation removes any remaining aggregates, leaving a dispersion consisting of nanotubes and small bundles. [58, 59] The concentration remaining after centrifugation (and so the quantity of aggregates removed) can be measured by absorption spectroscopy. [21, 22, 58, 59] In all solvents, the fraction of aggregates removed tends to increase with increasing nanotube concentration from close to zero to 100% over a well defined concentration range. [58] [59] [60] In our work on nanotubes dispersed in γ-butrylactone (GBL) before centrifugation, cross polarised microscopy has revealed regions of aligned nanotubes which appear over the same concentration range as the aggregates. [58] This is reminiscent of the formation of a bi-phasic (isotropic and nematic) liquid crystal as predicted by Flory's theory. [61, 62] Indeed, nematic nanotube phases have been produced and can be removed by centrifugation. [60] However, we must be careful before associating aligned aggregates in GBL or NMP with a nematic phase: The measured concentration where aligned aggregates begin to form in GBL is C 1~0 .01 mg/ml. This is much lower than the value of
, predicted theoretically for the onset of liquid crystallinity in athermal systems. [62] In addition, contrary to what would be expected for a liquid crystalline phase, the concentration after centrifugation also depends on the sonication conditions; optomisation of sonication for nanotubes dispersed in cyclohexyl-pyrrolidone (CHP) has reduced the aggregate content significantly [63] Thus, the formation of aligned aggregates in solvent dispersion may not be linked to liquid crystal formation.
As mentioned above, aggregates can be removed by centrifugation and decantation of supernatant. Subsequently, for good solvents, one obtains a dispersion of small bundles and individual nanotubes. [21, 58, 59] The concentration achieved after centrifugation will be described in more detail in section 3.2. Such centrifuged dispersion are very stable. Sedimentation measurements show no subsequent fall-out over periods of months. [18, 58, 59, 63] In addition, we have measured the distribution of bundle diameters immediately after centrifugation and after some time for nanotubes dispersed in both N-methyl pyrrolidone [59] and γ-butrylactone [58] . In both cases no aggregation was observed confirming the stability. However, care must be taken with storage of these dispersions.
Water uptake by the relatively hygroscopic NMP results in significant aggregation. We have found that addition of small quantities of water induce measureable aggregation. Addition of 10wt% water results in a doubling of the typical bundle diameter and the removal of all individual nanotubes.
[64]
Solubility parameters
It has long been known that nanotubes can be dispersed in a number of solvents such as NMP, DMF etc. However, the question remains as to what determines which solvents actually disperse nanotubes. A related question is what determines the concentration remaining after centrifugation. As discussed in section 2.1, molecular solutions are generally characterised by their intermolecular interactions and mixing thermodynamics. Within this framework, good solvents are those with the appropriate solubility parameters. To test whether this concept also applies to nanotubes, we measured the concentration of nanotubes remaining after centrifugation (for a given set of sonication/centrifugation conditions) in a wide range of 64 solvents. [19] We found that the nanotubes concentration varied from ~0 mg/ml for a number of solvents including THF to 3.4 mg/ml in cyclohexyl-pyrrolidone (CHP). In order to correlate the nanotube concentration with solvent properties, we have analysed this data in terms of various solubility parameters.
Probably the simplest solubility parameter is the refractive index, as indicated by equations 3 and 4. We note that this expression is valid for solute molecules which interact solely through dispersive forces. This is likely to be reasonably valid for carbon nanotubes. The nanotube concentration after centrifugation plotted as a function of solvent refractive index, n B (589 nm) in figure 2A . This data displays a sharp peak for solvents with 1.45<n B <1.55. Taking equations 3 and 4 at face value, this suggests an average nanotube refractive index of ~1.5. This is significantly lower than the value of ~1.9 which can be estimated for (6,5) nanotubes from optical characterisation of nanotube dispersions [65] .
However, the most commonly used solubility parameters are Hildebrand parameters. We have plotted the concentration after centrifugation versus the Hildebrand solubility parameter of the solvent as shown in figure 2B. This gave a clear peak for solvents with δ T~2 3 MPa 1/2 . This suggests that nanotubes can be treated as a molecule with Hildebrand parameter close to 23 MPa 1/2 , in line with measurements by Detriche et al [20] and Ham et al [56] . However, the peak was not very well defined as many solvents with δ T close to the peak displayed lower than expected nanotube concentrations. This suggests that δ T alone is insufficient to describe good solvents. In general, under such circumstances, Hansen solubility parameters are required. To test this, we plotted the nanotubes concentration versus δ D , δ P and δ H individually. We found a well defined peak in the C v. δ D graph centred at ~18 MPa 1/2 and with width ~2.5 MPa 1/2 . Broader peaks were found in the C v. δ P and δ H graphs. In each case the peaks were centred at ~7.5 MPa 1/2 and had widths ~7 MPa 1/2 . This is interesting and unexpected; due to their non-polar nature it had been expected that non-polar solvents would best disperse nanotubes. However, this work clearly shows that non-zero values of polar and H-bonding solubility parameters are required.
However, nanotubes differ from normal molecules in that they possess a well defined surface. [66, 67] of surface energy. [19] In addition, reduced configurational entropy associated with π stacking of solvent molecules at the nanotubes surface may prohibit nanotubes dispersion in otherwise promising solvents.
[68]
Nanotube exfoliation
Critically important is the dispersion quality in these post-centrifugation dispersions. In the ideal case, one would have dispersions of completely individualised nanotubes. However, this is never achieved; even in ultra-centrifuged, surfactant or DNA stabilised dispersions, significant quantities of bundles are present. [38, [69] [70] [71] . We have characterised the exfoliation state of solvent dispersed tubes by depositing them on substrates (mica, SiO 2 or HOPG) and performing atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the bundle diameter distribution. We performed a number of checks to confirm that these distributions represented the properties of the dispersion rather than the effects of aggregation on deposition. [59, 72, 73] We have found that, after centrifugation, for all solvents investigated, the bundle diameter ranges from 1 nm (individual SWNTs) to ~10 nm with a root mean square (rms) diameter of D rms~5 -6 nm. As is common for DNA and surfactant stabilised dispersions, this diameter distribution can be substantially improved by removing most of the bundles by ultracentrifugation. [74] However, this process is wasteful, especially considering that good quality SWNTs cost $500/g to $1500/g. Seeking an alternative route to improve the dispersion quality, we were inspired by the Gibbs-Duhem theorm [47] which lead us to reason that removing solute mass (centrifugation) and addition of solvent volume (dilution) should give equivalent results. While this is not rigorous (nanotube-solvent mixtures may not be true solutions), we nevertheless tested the effect of dilution (addition of solvent) on the bundle diameter distribution.
For every solvent tested we have observed an improvement in dispersion quality on dilution.
This is manifested by a decrease in rms bundle diameter with decreasing concentration (the bundle length tends to remain constant). This is illustrated in figure 3 for nanotubes dispersed in the solvents NMP, CHP and GBL. In addition, empirically the rms bundle diameter generally scales well with √C NT (dashed line) before saturating at D rms~2 nm at low concentrations. We can rationalise this √C NT behaviour by noting that the hypothesis of a constant bundle number density, (N/V) Eq , results in the prediction for such scaling [59] :
where ρ NT is the nanotube density, L bun is the bundle length, while (N/V) Eq is the equilibrium bundle number density. A noteworthy exception to this rule is CHP which has a much weaker dependence of D rms on C NT . We note that CHP is distinctive as it displays by far the highest levels of nanotubes dispersability.
Another interesting observation is that (N/V) Eq is set by the nanotube length. For NMP at least, (N/V) Eq is very close to the number density defined by one bundle occupying, on average, the spherical volume whose diameter is equal to the bundle length. As the concentration is increased, the bundle diameters increase but (N/V) Eq remains constant. [59] Once the diameter distribution is known, we can measure the fraction of individual nanotubes, N Ind /N T . In all cases, this tends to increase as the concentration is decreased, [58, 59, 63] reaching ~80% for nanotubes in CHP at C NT <10 -3 mg/ml. [63] One can also calculate the number of individual nanotubes per unit volume from
For most solvents, N Ind /V increases with increasing concentration before peaking and falling off at higher concentrations as high concentration aggregation begins to dominate. [58, 59, 63] This behaviour is shown in figure 3B for NMP, GBL and CHP based dispersions. Interestingly, even though the D rms v. C NT data are very similar for NMP and GBL, these solvents display different N Ind /V behaviour.
This suggests the shape of the diameter distribution is strongly solvent dependant. We note that for NMP based dispersions, we could confirm the AFM results by measuring the photoluminescence (PL) intensity as a function of concentration. As PL is only observed for individual nanotubes, its intensity should scale with N Ind /V. Very good proportionality was observed between the PL intensity and N Ind /V confirming the validity of the AFM results. [18, 59] (Note that this test is not straightforward as PL is significantly quenched in all good solvents making quantitative measurements difficult.)
Once again CHP is the exception with N Ind /V increasing over the entire concentration range. We again note that nanotubes / CHP dispersions have by far better dispersability than any other solvent. This is probably because CHP has solubility parameters very close to those of nanotubes [19] making it a virtually ideal solvent.
Spontaneous exfoliation and solubility
It is important to consider the question as to whether nanotubes can be thermodynamically soluble in any solvents. Due to their size and rigidity, their entropy of mixing would be small. This means that, to display a negative free energy of mixing, the nanotubes-solvent interaction would have to be such that the enthalpy of mixing was very small or negative. We speculated that this may indeed be the case for solvents with just the right surface energy. Indeed, the presence of an equilibrium bundle number density [59] suggests the presence of an adsorbtion/desorbtion equilibrium for nanotubes and bundles. This would require the ability for nanotubes to spontaneously desorb from bundles which suggests solubility. Indeed we observed that when a nanotube dispersion in NMP is diluted without sonication, a significant reduction in bundle size with time is observed, consistent with spontaneous exfoliation. [18] To test this we used light scattering to measure the Flory-Huggins parameter (and so the enthalpy of mixing) of SWNT-NMP dispersions. This gave a value of χ=-0.074, very slightly negative. This suggests that nanotubes are actually thermodynamically soluble in NMP. Unpublished results by Prof James Hamilton and co-workers (University of WisconsinPlatteville) show negative χ values for some other solvents, notably CHP. However, we note that some bundles are always observed in solvent dispersions. This should not be the case for a true solution. [45] In addition, analysis of the data in section 3.2 with Flory's rigid rod theory would suggest that χ cannot be negative. [19] Thus, the question of solubility and indeed the exact mechanism for nanotubes dispersion and exfoliation in solvents remains unclear.
Surfactant stabilisation of nanotubes
Early on in nanotube research, it became clear that it would be advantageous to disperse and exfoliate nanotubes in the liquid phase. Back then, it was widely believed that their size and rigidly ruled out standard dissolution in solvents. As a result, researchers began to treat nanotubes as colloids, allowing the use of a wide range of stabilisation and processing techniques used in colloid science. [50] The simplest and most common colloidal stabilisation technique applied to nanotubes was the use of surfactants as an interfacial stabiliser to aid their dispersion in water.
The earliest examples of this work date from 1997-8 with the demonstration of stable dispersions of surfactant coated nanotubes and small bundles. [33, [75] [76] [77] [78] However, this stabilisation technique really took off in 2000 with the observation of fluorescence in surfactant stabilised nanotube dispersions [34] and the demonstration that similar dispersions could be used to prepare strong fibers [79] . Since then, thousands of papers have been published describing work which relies on surfactant stabilised nanotubes. In addition, a number of reviews have appeared. [31, 80] While nanotubes can be dispersed using many surfactants [81] , the most common ones used in nanotube research are probably sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), sodium dodecylbenzene sulphonate (SDBS) and sodium cholate (SC). There are a number of advantages gained by using surfactants to disperse nanotubes. Nanotubes can be dispersed at reasonably high concentrations, reportedly up to 20 mg/ml. [82] In addition, nanotubes tend to be highly exfoliated; large quantities of individual nanotubes are observed by atomic force microscopy [82] and photoluminescence spectroscopy [83, 84] .
That the nanotubes electronic properties are minimally perturbed by the (van der Waals) interaction with the surfactant, allows the basic characterisation of the nanotubes. Finally, the fact that the solvent used is invariably water is an important advantage for environmental and safety reasons.
However, surfactants are not without their disadvantages; in many cases they must be removed after processing. For example, although thin transparent films have successfully been produced from surfactant / nanotubes dispersions [85, 86] , post treatment with acids is required to remove residual surfactant. [87] In this section, we focus on the observation that the exfoliation state of nanotubes/surfactant dispersions scales with concentration. We use this to develop metrics to describe the quality of the dispersion. These metrics are shown to depend on the zeta potential of the nanotubes dispersion.
Finally we compare dispersion quality for diluted dispersions to that measured for ultracentrifuged dispersions.
Concentration dependence
As described in section 3.3, an important property of nanotube/solvent dispersions is that the dispersion quality improves as the nanotubes concentration is decreased. This is manifested by a decrease in rms bundle diameter coupled with an increase in the fraction of individual nanotubes with decreasing concentration. As surfactant stabilisation of nanotubes is probably the prevalent dispersion technique, we considered whether concentration dependent exfoliation might occur in such systems. To test this we prepared a stock dispersion of surfactant-stabilised nanotubes by adding nanotubes (C NT =1mg/ml) to an aqueous SDBS solution (C SDBS =5 mg/ml). [88] This was then mildly centrifuged to give a dispersion with C NT =0.28 mg/ml. We note that the surfactant concentration generally needs to be above the critical micelle concentration (CMC, ~0.7 mg/mL for SDBS) [52, 89] and the surfactant concentration needs to substantially exceed the nanotube concentration [79, 82, 88] to achieve stable dispersions. This stock solution was then diluted to varying degrees by mixing with an aqueous SDBS solution (C SDBS =5 mg/ml) to create a dilution series, sonicating after every dilution.
In all cases the bundle diameter and length distributions were measured by AFM and statistical analysis carried out.
The rms bundle diameter for nanotubes stabilised with SDBS decreased with the square root of the nanotube's concentration before saturating at ~2 nm at low concentration (see figure 4) . [88] This behaviour is very similar to that displayed by a number of solvents including NMP. The main differences are that higher nanotube concentrations are achieved using surfactants compared to all solvents (except CHP) and that the D rms v. C NT curve for the surfactant dispersions was shifted to higher concentrations (by a factor of ~7 compared to NMP). This means that bundles of a given diameter can be achieved at concentrations 7 times higher for nanotubes in SDBS/water compared to NMP. In addition, the maximum number of bundles and nanotubes achievable (N Tot /V) in the SDBS dispersion was close to 10 µm -3 compared to <1 µm -3 in most solvents (with the exception of CHP).
In addition the population of individual nanotubes was much higher in SDBS than in NMP over almost the entire concentration range studied. This was most obviously manifested in measurements of the fraction of individual nanotubes, N Ind /N T , and the number of individual nanotubes per unit volume of solution, N Ind /V. We attempted to confirm the concentration scaling of N Ind /V by measuring the nanotube PL intensity. However, at the higher concentrations associated with the SDBS stabilised samples, inner filter and re-absorption [90] effects became problematic. However, the PL data qualitatively supported the AFM data.
Importance of zeta potential
The reason dispersion quality in SDBS-based dispersions is much higher than for most solvent-nanotube dispersions is due to Coulomb repulsion between nearby surfactant coated nanotubes (see section 2.2). This repulsion means that in surfactant stabilised dispersions, nanotubes can exist in close proximity to each other without the possibility of aggregation, resulting in high quality dispersions.
It is possible to quantify the degree of Coulomb repulsion via the zeta potential. As discussed in section 2.2, this is the electric potential at the edge of the bound surfactant tail groups and is proportional to the effective charge on the coated nanotube [91] . If Coulomb repulsion is important for surfactant stabilised nanotube dispersions, then the dispersion quality would be expected to scale with the zeta potential.
To test this, we first need quantifiable metrics for the dispersion quality. We adapted these metrics from the concentration dependent work described in section 3.3 and 4.1. We proposed that the quality of the dispersion could be measured by the saturation values of D rms at low concentration, the saturation value of N Tot /V at high concentration and the maximum value of N Ind /V (generally obtained at intermediate concentration). Once the metrics were defined we needed to measure them for nanotubes dispersed in a range of surfactants. We measured the bundle diameter distribution as a function of concentration for nanotubes dispersed using SDBS, SDS, SC, lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS), tetradecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (TTAB) and Fairy liquid (FL, a commercial dishwashing liquid). [52] From these diameter distributions, we measured the metrics described above. Figure 4 illustrates the concentration dependence of D rms , N Tot /V and N Ind /V. In addition, for each dispersion we measured the zeta potential at the concentration appropriate for each metric. We found that for N Tot /V and N Ind /V, each dispersion quality metric increased linearly with the zeta potential ( figure 5 ). In addition we found that D rms decreased as zeta increased. This is exactly the behaviour expected and confirmed that the dispersion quality and the nanotube exfoliation state depends critically on the Coulomb repulsion between surfactant coated nanotubes. We have also found that the zeta potential increases with decreasing surfactant size. This allows is to predict that low molecular weight surfactants which pack tightly on the nanotube surface are ideal.
Dilution versus ultracentrifugation
While we have shown that dispersion quality can be enhanced by dilution, we have not commented on how the dispersion quality compares to dispersions where bundles are removed by ultracentrifugation, the most common technique [34, 92] . To test this we prepared a stock SDBS/nanotube dispersion which we split in two, ultracentrifuging one half. [69] The other half was then diluted to match the concentration of the ultracentrifuged portion. These two dispersions were then characterised by AFM as well as absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. We found that the ultracentrifuged sample had 4 times as many individual nanotubes as the diluted sample when compared at a given concentration. However, ultracentrifugation also resulted in 8 times as much nanotubes wastage (mass loss on ultracentrifugation). It appears that both techniques have advantages which may be important depending on the circumstance.
Biomolecules
In addition to surfactants, nanotubes can be stabilised in water by coating with other molecules, notably polymers [30, 93] and biomolecules such as DNA [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . SWNTs have been dispersed in water using both natural DNA [94] [95] [96] and short, custom-synthesised oligonucleotides [97, 98] . These dispersions have the advantage of using water as the solvent, which is very safe, readily available and necessary for any potential medical or biological applications. The DNA bonds non-covalently to the nanotube which preserves the nanotubes' electrical and optical properties [99, 100] . In addition, DNAdispersed SWNTs can be separated by diameter using ion-exchange chromatography [97, 98] or by ultra-centrifugation through an aqueous density gradient [101] . Additionally, if one chooses, oligonucleotides can be removed using small aromatic molecules such as rhodamine 6G or the complementary DNA strand, once any necessary processing is complete [99] . A variety of different applications, such as fibre spinning [102] ; self-assembled nanotube field-effect transistors [103] ; stabilization of colloidal particles [104] ; chemical sensing [105] ; and both medical diagnostic and biological fields [100, [106] [107] [108] [109] have been investigated for DNA-dispersed SWNTs.
In general, the stabilisation mechanism for DNA coated nanotubes is similar to that for surfactant coated nanotubes. The DNA backbone carries a charge which is balanced by a cloud of counterions. Thus, DNA coated nanotubes have a well defined zeta potential. However, in the early stages of DNA wrapping, sections of the DNA probably extend into the solvent. [110] In this case, there may be a steric component to the stabilisation.
The vast majority of published literature involves the dispersion of nanotubes with synthetic oligio-DNA or single stranded DNA. In this section we characterise the dispersion of nanotubes using genomic (Salmon sperm) double stranded DNA. For comparison we also characterise dispersions prepared with a synthetic designed peptide. For the double stranded DNA we also characterise the nature of the DNA wrapping around the nanotubes.
Dispersion in DNA and peptides
We have prepared dispersions of nanotubes in both genomic, double stranded DNA [70] and using the designed peptide [111] (Nano-1). In each case we have prepared a range of samples with different nanotube concentrations. All samples were characterised by photoluminescence spectroscopy and, after deposition on a mica substrate, by AFM. For both DNA and peptide based dispersions we observed the bundle diameter to fall with decreasing concentration. However in neither case was √C NT behaviour observed. In both cases the fraction of individual nanotubes increased with decreasing concentrations with N Ind /V displayed a peak at intermediate concentrations for the DNA based sample. In the peptide samples N Ind /V increased over the entire concentration range. We attempted to confirm the AFM results using PL measurements. However, no PL was observed for either sample. Surprisingly, intense PL was observed in the DNA sample one month later. Subsequently, the PL intensity for the different concentrations matched very well to the N Ind /V data, thus supporting the AFM.
Evolution of wrapping
To investigate the appearance of PL one month after preparation of the DNA / nanotube dispersions, we investigated the PL intensity as a function of time. [110] Initially zero, the PL intensity began to increase after 20 days, saturating after 50 days, having increased by a factor of 50. This increase is accompanied by a considerable sharpening of the nanotube absorption peaks. In addition, circular dichroism studies show the gradual denaturing of the DNA over the first 50 days (figure 6).
High resolution transmission electron microscopy shows the denatured DNA forming a coating of DNA on the walls of the nanotube over a three month period. After about 30 days, HRTEM images (figure 7) clearly show the DNA wrapping helically around the SWNTs in a surprisingly ordered fashion as predicted by modelling [112] . We suggest that the initial quenching of NIRphotoluminescence and broadening of absorption peaks is related to the presence of protonated surface oxides on the nanotubes. [113, 114] The presence of an ordered DNA coating on the nanotube walls mediates both the removal and the deprotonation of the surface oxides, resulting in the switching on of the PL. This work clearly shows that DNA coats nanotubes in a very ordered fashion.
However, because this ordering means a decrease in entropy, it is a very slow process.
Functionalisation
Another strategy for nanotube dispersion, described in a wide range of papers and reviews [24, 115, 116] , is to covalently functionalise the nanotubes with bulky molecules. The functionalized nanotubes tend to form a (meta)stable colloidal suspension, sterically stabilised by the osmotic pressure induced when functional groups from adjacent nanotubes move into the same region of space (section 2.3) [117] . Additionally, in some cases stabilization is achieved by electrostatic interactions between the functional groups [35] . Furthermore, the functional group-solvent interaction lowers the enthalpy of mixing and can increase the entropy of mixing (solvent configurational effects) resulting in a lower free energy of mixing. In some cases the free energy of mixing may even be negative resulting in a true solution [118] In this section we study the exfoliation state of covalently functionalised nanotubes. In addition, we explore the interaction between the functional groups and the solvent.
Interaction with solvent
One advantage of functionalised nanotubes is that they can be dispersed in any solvent just by appropriate choice of functional group. This strongly suggests that the interaction with the solvent is controlled by the functional group not the chemical properties of the nanotube surface. To test this we prepared dispersions from octadecylamine functionalised nanotubes in a range of solvents. [119] The dispersions were centrifuged and absorption spectroscopy used to measure the concentration of nanotubes remaining. We plotted the concentration remaining versus the Hildebrand parameter of the solvent. As shown in figure 8 , this data showed a very well defined peak at δ T =19.5 MPa 1/2 . This is exactly the value of the Hildebrand parameter of octadecylamine. This confirms that the solventfunctionalised nanotube interaction is completely controlled by the functional group.
Concentration dependence
AFM was used to measure the bundle diameter distribution as a function of concentration for octadecylamine-, poly(m-aminobenzene sulfonic acid)-and poly(ethyleneglycol)-functionalised nanotubes. [119] In each case we found that the individualised nanotubes had diameters of ~3nm. This diameter reflects the 1nm diameter nanotubes and a 1nm thick shell of functional groups. At low concentration (~10 -4 mg/ml) we observed rms bundle diameters of ~3-4 nm indicative of extensive exfoliation As the concentration was increased to 1 mg/ml, the rms diameter increased only to [5] [6] nm. This represents a very small degree of aggregation over 4 decades of concentration change, illustrating the very good quality and stability of these dispersions. This was even more apparent when we plotted N Ind /V as a function of nanotube concentration. Here we found that N Ind /V increased monotonically with nanotube concentration over the whole concentration range right up to 1 mg/ml.
In fact, even at 1 mg/ml, while N Ind /V displayed very high values of ~40 µm -3 , it had not yet peaked (although it had begun to turn over). This is in marked contrast to the vast majority of other systems which show a well defined maximum value of N Ind /V at some concentration well below 1 mg/ml.
This behaviour illustrates that functionalisation is undoubtedly the best route top achieve high degrees of exfoliation at high concentrations.
Comparison of nanotube dispersants
In this review we have studied fourteen different dispersions divided into four distinct dispersant types: solvents, surfactants, biomolecules and functional groups. In all cases we have quantified the dispersion quality using a number of well defined metrics. This gives us the ability to compare dispersion quality for the four dispersant types.
Before doing this, it is worth considering what the ideal scenario would be. The ideal dispersant would exfoliate nanotubes such that all nanotubes were exfoliated even at the highest concentrations. This is clearly unattainable. The best we can hope for is to maximise the fraction of individual nanotubes at as high a concentration as possible. As discussed above, the fraction of individual nanotubes tends to decrease with increasing concentration. [58, 59, 63, 69, 88, 111, 119] Thus, this is a poor metric as it ignores the requirement that it be large and the total concentration be high. A better metric is the number of individual nanotubes per volume, N Ind /V. This quantity generally displays a peak when plotted versus concentration [58, 59, 63, 69, 88, 111, 119] , simply because at low concentration there is not much nanotube material but a large fraction of it is individualised while at high concentration the opposite holds true. Thus for a good dispersant we would expect the peak value of N Ind /V to be high and the peak to occur at a high concentration.
We measured the peak value of N Ind /V and the concentration at which it peaked for all samples discussed in this review. This data is plotted in figure 9 . To simplify the interpretation, we have multiplied the left axis by the average nanotube mass (calculated for 1 µm long, 1nm diameter nanotubes) to show the total mass of individual nanotubes on the right axis. This is equivalent to the partial concentration of individual nanotubes.
From this graph we can clearly state that biomolecules and surfactants are similar in their ability to exfoliate nanotubes. In both cases, they can disperse individual nanotubes at 0.5-1×10 -2 mg/ml for a total concentration of 2-7×10 -2 mg/ml. Also, it is very clear that the functionalised nanotubes are by far the best performers with partial concentrations of individual nanotubes
approaching maximum values of ~ 0.1 mg/ml for total concentrations of 1 mg/ml. We note that the data for the surfactants, biomolecules and functionalised samples tends to clump together by type.
However the solvent data is quite spread out. GBL, which we would class as a medium quality solvent, is at the bottom left of the graph, NMP, which we consider a good solvent, is a bit higher up while CHP, which we consider an excellent solvent, approaches the functionalised data. Clearly, the range of behaviour displayed by solvents is much broader than that for the other dispersants. This is consistent with the fact that the solvent-nanotube can be tuned over a very wide range, simply by appropriate choice of solvent solubility parameters. 
Exfoliation of graphene
Graphene is a 2-dimensional carbon crystal and is closely related to nanotubes. The unprecedented mechanical [120] , electrical [121] and thermal properties [122] of graphene have sparked huge interest among researchers in recent years [3] . While many of the ground-breaking experiments have been carried out on micromechanically cleaved monolayers [123] , future industrial applications are likely to require large-scale, high-throughput processing methods [124] . Early progress in this area involved the oxidisation of graphite, followed by exfoliation in water, to give aqueous dispersions of graphene oxide (GO). [125, 126] This material consists of sp 2 bonded carbon sheets decorated with large numbers of covalently bonded hydroxyl and epoxide groups. The polar nature of these groups, coupled with the Coulomb repulsion associated with extensive proton dissociation [127] , means that these dispersed GO sheets are very stable in aqueous environments. Such dispersions are very useful as they facilitate both materials processing and fundamental characterisation.
However, GO faces some significant disadvantages. Due to the disruption in the π-orbital structure on oxidisation, GO is a poor electrical conductor [128] . The oxides can only be removed by thermal or chemical reduction. However, reduction cannot remove the many structural defects introduced by the oxidation process. [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] These defects disrupt the band structure and completely degrade the electronic properties which make graphene unique.
To combat these problems, a simple, large scale, high yield method is required to exfoliate graphite to give graphene with the introduction of defects or oxides. In this section we describe two methods to do this; solvent and surfactant assisted exfoliation.
Solvents
In section 3.2 we discussed how matching of nanotube and solvent surface energies is one criterion for a successful nanotube solvent. However, the surface energies of nanotubes and graphene are expected to be similar. This suggests that it may be possible to exfoliate graphite to give graphene in NMP in the same way nanotubes can be exfoliated. To test this we sonicated graphite powder in NMP followed by mild centrifugation. [41] We note that both sonication and centrifugation regimes are much milder for graphite than for carbon nanotubes. This resulted in pale gray dispersions ( figure   10A ) Absorption spectroscopy showed the concentration of graphitic material remaining after centrifugation to be ~0.01 mg/ml in a number of solvents ( figure 10B ). In order to characterise the exfoliation state of the dispersed graphitic material, we deposited a small quantity into a TEM grid for microscopic analysis. On the grid we observed large quantities of 2-dimensional flakes with lateral dimensions from ~500 nm to ~3000 nm. In many cases, these flakes had straight edges and . That these were definitely graphene monolayers could be confirmed by electron diffraction through the difference in intensity of 2110 and 1100 diffraction spots [134] . Such dispersion and exfoliation was observed in a range of solvents. In addition, as shown in figure 11 , the concentration of dispersed material (after centrifugation) showed a peak for surface tensions close to 40 mJ/m 2 . This is exactly the same behaviour observed for nanotubes dispersed in solvents and confirms that the solvent-graphene interaction is van der Waals rather than chemical.
We also checked that the exfoliation procedure was non-destructive and did not introduce oxides or structural defects. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy carried out on vacuum filtered films showed a carbon 1s peak virtually identical to HOPG. No evidence of oxides was observed. In addition Raman spectroscopy showed no significant increase in D band intensity confirming that the processing had not introduced structural defects.
However, the maximum concentration achieved (~0.01 mg/ml) is rather too low to be useful in many applications. In order to increase this concentration we employed a low-power sonication regime over long time frames. [135] We added graphite powder to 1 L of NMP (3 mg/ml) in a round bottomed flask. This was sonicated continuously in a low power sonic bath for ~460 hours.
Periodically, small aliquots were removed and centrifuged. The concentration in each of these aliquots was measured using absorption spectroscopy and a drop deposited on a TEM grid. We found that the concentration remaining after centrifugation increased to ~2 mg/ml after 460 hours. The concentration v. time curve could be fit very well to √t behaviour. TEM image analysis allowed the measurement of mean flake thickness, <τ>, as well as mean flakes length and width, <L> and <w> as a function of time. This showed that the dispersions consisted of few layer graphene at all times with <τ> equivalent to 3 layers for all times. However, as sonication time increased, the flake width and length decreased as t -1/2 as observed previously for nanotubes. [136] This behaviour can be used to explain the scaling of concentration with √t. We propose that the max concentration is that where the average solvent volume per flake is just the sphere defined by the flake length. Such behaviour is observed in dispersions of SWNTs in NMP [59] and is related to the concept of pervaded volume in polymer physics [48] . In this scenario, the concentration is given by:
where ρ G is the graphitic density (2200 kg/m 3 ). As shown by the dashed line in figure 12 , this expression allows near perfect reproduction of the graphitic concentration at all times without the need for any adjustable parameters.
This work is important because it shows that, not only can graphite be exfoliated to give graphene in common solvents, but such dispersions can be produced at extremely high concentrations. This brings graphene dispersions to the point where they are useful for many applications.
Surfactants
However, many applications are ruled out by the need to use high boiling point, relatively toxic solvents such as NMP. A much better solution would be to exfoliate graphene in a low boiling point, benign solvent such as water. However, water does not fulfil the surface energy criteria (close to 40 mJ/m 2 ) required of a graphene solvent. However, by analogy to the approaches described above to disperse nanotubes, one could imagine using surfactants or DNA to disperse and exfoliate graphene.
We have attempted both of these methods. We found that genomic DNA (Salmon sperm)
does not successfully disperse graphene. This is perhaps unsurprising as the DNA interaction with a planar surface would be considerably different to that with a nanotube. However, we achieved more success with surfactants.
We sonicated graphite powder in aqueous solutions of sodium dodecylbenzene sulphonate (SDBS). [137] After mild centrifugation, we obtained a gray dispersion with graphene concentration approaching 0.1 mg/ml. TEM analysis showed the presence of large quantities of few layer graphene.
These flakes ranged in size from 100 nm to 3µm. While typical flakes consisted of 3-5 layers, a small number of monolayers were observed. The monolayers were of high quality with high resolution TEM clearing showing the hexagonal graphitic lattice. Both Fourier transform infrared and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showed virtually no evidence of oxides while Raman spectroscopy showed a small defect content, consistent with flake edges. These dispersed flakes are relatively stable against aggregation and sedimentation although larger flakes tend to fall out over days. That the flakes are dispersed in an aqueous environment greatly facilitates processing. For example, individual flakes can be deposited on substrates by spraying. In addition, films can be formed on cellulose membranes by vacuum filtration. [138] These films have interesting optical and electrical properties. They display transparencies of up to 90% and DC conductivity of up to 1.5×10 4 S/m.
Conclusions
Since 2006 we have carried out research in most areas of nanotube dispersion and stabilisation: dispersion in solvents, with the aid of surfactants or biomolecules and by functionalisation. In all cases we have attempted to quantitatively measure the dispersion quality and have reported it using a small number of well defined metrics. By comparing the metrics for the varying dispersant types, we conclude that functionalisation gives the highest populations of individual nanotubes. In addition, in each case we have explored the mechanisms of dispersion. In some cases this has allowed us to make predictions which have lead to improved dispersion.
We found that for all systems studied, the dispersion quality increases as the concentration decreases. This allows the optimisation of dispersion quality by measured dilution. The advantage of this is that loss of nanotubes is minimised, especially in systems such as CHP where very few aggregates are formed. However the disadvantage of this technique is that the dispersion quality never matches that achieved by ultracentrifugation.
In studying the mechanisms of dispersion we have made a number of interesting observations.
For nanotubes dispersed in solvents, the solvent quality is determined by well defined solubility parameters. Both traditional Hildebrand and Hansen solubility parameters, based on cohesive energies, and newer solubility parameters based on surface energies work very well. In fact it was the prediction that successful solvents had surface tension close to 70 mJ/m 2 , which lead to the discovery of a number of new solvents including CHP. Similarly, for functionalised nanotubes we find that good solvents are those with Hildebrand solubility parameters which match the solubility parameters of the functional group. In addition, for surfactant dispersions, we have demonstrated the link between dispersion quality and zeta potential. This has allowed us to describe the ideal surfactant for nanotubes as small molecules which pack tightly on the tube surface. Similarly we have shown that genomic, double stranded DNA unzips in order to interact, strand by strand, wrapping tightly around the nanotube.
The importance of understanding dispersion mechanisms is nicely illustrated in the fact that discovery of the need for matching between solvent and nanotube surface energy has allowed the first large scale exfoliation of graphene. In addition, we have shown that our knowledge of surfactant exfoliation of nanotubes can be successfully transferred over to graphene.
We expect that the lessons learned over the last decade about the exfoliation of nanotubes will be applied to the dispersion of graphene by a number of groups. The goals here will be simple. The aggregation state of graphene will have to be improved, with the mean number of monolayers per flake approaching 1. In addition, much larger flakes will have to be dispersed. Both of these conditions will have to be achieved at high concentration to be useful. This will be a challenge and both new dispersants and new processing methods will be required to achieve these goals. However, as mentioned, we are not starting from scratch. Building on our understanding of nanotube exfoliation, I believe progress will be extremely rapid.
The study of dispersion and exfoliation of nanostructures is not just an academic area of physical chemistry, although it is rich in both the physics and chemistry of the liquid phase. It is important as an enabling technology for a whole array of research. The first studies of optical properties of nanotubes could not have been performed without the ability to exfoliate nanotubes in the liquid phase. Neither would the first demonstrations of ultra-strong composite fibers or transparent conducting films have been possible without the ability to produce high quality dispersions. We feel that further development of nanotube dispersions, reaching higher levels of exfoliation at high concentrations, may very well facilitate new discoveries. Indeed, the demonstration of liquid phase exfoliation of graphene may be the key to the practical realisation of graphene's wonderful properties. It looks like dispersion studies could be central to many areas of nanoscience for years to come. (Reproduced, in part, with permission from ref [19] .) [58, 59] .) permission from ref [52] .) (Reproduced with permission from ref [52] .) (Reproduced with permission from ref [110] .) (Reproduced with permission from ref [110] .) [41] .) (Reproduced from ref [41] .) 1 µm
